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Florida Future (FL) O'Mariah Gordon "OMG" - Has the ability to breakdown any
defense. She can shoot from just about anywhere on the court. Gordon is the truth, she
makes others around her better, she plays with energy and she is coachable. This kid is
very, very, very special.
Florida Future (FL) Chaniya Clark - 6’3” Post with really great hands. Clark has a
nice low post and high post presence. Clark will be a great asset to any School.
Florida Future (FL) Sara Pedraza - Guard that can play both ends of the floor. She
can shoot well and get to the rim and finish in traffic. Real high basketball I.Q.
Team Elite (GA) Cierra Foster - Good with the ball in her hands, can handle pressure
well and very active defensively.
Team Elite (GA) Jillian Hollingshead – 6’0” Can stretch the floor and hit the deep
three. Hollingshead rebounds well and can get up and down the floor.
Paye’s Place (CA) Marley Langi - 5’10” SF/PF that can push the ball up the floor and
defend the paint. Good size and active on both ends of the court. Really liked how she
competed, played every possessions as if it was the last.
Paye’s Place (CA) Rain Shih - 5'2” Handles the rock well and made dime passes off
the dribble. Very impressive mid-range jump shot.
Enplay Elite (TN) Halia Morris - SF with nice power moves to the goal, can take
contact and finish at the rim.
Lady Ice (TN) Rajeria Bell - 5’7” Guard with good handles. She has a really nice in
and out dribble and can finish in traffic. What makes this young lady hard to defend is
she is a lefty.
Lady Ice (TN) Olivia Koontz- 6’1” PF that can really run the floor. Really impressed
with how well she works the paint on both ends of the floor.
Maryland Lady Comets (MD) Kristin Sterling - 5'9” Guard that reminds me of an
Angel McCoughtry. A very active, high energetic player that knows how to get to the
rim. If Sterling continues to wow the scouts, coaches, and her opponents she will have
a bright future. D1 schools will be all over this one.
Flight Select 2021 Navy (TN) Tessa Miller- 5’10” Post that has great low post
fundamentals. Miller can score inside and out. Really like the way she sees the floor and
how well she makes decisions.
Flight Select 2021 Navy (TN) Campbell Penland - Has a knock down jumper. She
consistently proved through the weekend that she could become one of the top shooters
in the country.
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Flight Select 2021 Navy (TN) Tori Rutherford - Crafty guard with a high motor. She
has good court vision and leadership skills. Her motor leads to stellar defense. She has
good anticipation to the ball.
West Virginia Thunder (WV) Skylar Davidson - Only 4-foot-11 inches tall and
definitely a 5-star player. Davidson can handle the ball with confidence and shoots the
ball really well. She understands the game and knows how to lead a team. If you are
looking for a true point guard she is definitely one to watch.
Dayton Lady Hoopstars Black (OH) Kendall Folley - Really liked how well she sees
the floor, never forces anything and reacts to the defense. Folley can shoot the deep
three and take you off the dribble and finish at the rim. Folley can also make dime
passes of the dribble. Total offensive package as a guard.
Dayton Lady Hoopstars Black (OH) Ivy Wolf - Very active defensively. Can handle
the rock and knock down the three. Wolf can also take you off the dribble and finish at
the rim.
Dayton Lady Hoopstars Black (OH) Janae Hoying - “Ms. Three Point Consistent”
Hoying has a consistent 3-point shot that looks good even when she misses. If you are
looking for a shooter, Hoying will definitely fit that description.
Dayton Lady Hoopstars Black (OH) Abby Dickson - Can knockdown the open “J”
and has good court vision. Dickson is a guard that plays well without the ball in her
hands, consistently moving and getting open.
Memphis Lady War Eagles (TN) Diona Reed - 6’1” Active post in the paint with
good footwork and can finish in traffic.
Cap City Ballerz (VA) Sherese Pittman - 6'2” Guard will make an impact at the next
level. She handles the ball well, can take you off the dribble and finish at the rim. I
mean this young lady could be something really special. Pittman can defend the paint as
a post and shoot from just about anywhere on the court.
JBF Midwest Finest (IN) Skye Williams - Love this kid. She never forced anything
just let the game come to her. Really smart player with a smooth game. She can
knockdown the open jumper, get to the rim and breakdown any defense.
JBF Midwest Finest (IN) Ariana Wiggins - Lefty with a very high basketball IQ.
Wiggins keeps everyone involved, can hit from deep, mid-range or take you off the
dribble.

